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Stilbene derivatives undergo a reversible trans-cis photoisomer-
ization of their CdC double bond and thus are expected to provide
useful applications for optical switching, image storage devices,
or molecular function regulation, because of the induced changes
of various chemical and physical properties such as absorption
spectrum, refractive index, or viscosity. Additionally, cyclodextrins
(CD) are known to form inclusion complexes with a variety of
organic compounds in aqueous solutions. Therefore, in the field of
nanoscience and nanotechnology, CD stilbene derivatives may open
the way to machine-like light-switching compounds,1 where the
photoisomerization of the stilbene group can control the inclusion
and exclusion of guest molecules.

Some researchers2,3 reported the preparation of analogue azoben-
zene bridged bis(â-CD) and studied its photoisomerization and its
binding behavior for small guests. However, to the best of our
knowledge, bridged bis(â-CD) with a stilbene linker preparation
and formation of supramolecular complexes based on this dimer
have not been reported yet. Previously, we discussed the formation
of supramolecular polymers based on homo- and hetero-CD dimer
and various ditopic guests,4 but these supramolecular structures
could not be controlled by an external stimuli. In this Communica-
tion, we synthesized a stilbene bridged bis(â-CD) dimer and
investigated its photoisomerization in aqueous solutions. Then, the
conformational change of supramolecular complexes (pinching-type
supramolecular dimer to supramolecular polymer and vice versa)
has been controlled by photoirradiation.

â-Cyclodextrin were bound to a stilbene moiety by the reaction
of 6-amino-â-CD with trans stilbene-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid disuc-
cinimide ester in DMF to give the trans stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer
(Figure 1). Guest dimer, C3, has two adamantyl groups linked by
a pyridinium derivative and has been prepared as previously
described.4b Adamantyl derivatives were chosen since these groups
have high association constants withâ-CD.5

The UV-vis spectra of the trans stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer
displayed a strong absorption maximum at 330 nm. Upon irradiation
with a monowavelength handy lamp (λ ) 365 nm), the absorption
at 330 nm decreased, indicating the isomerization from the trans
to the cis form (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). Irradiation
at 254 nm of the compound allowed recovering mainly the trans
form. The photoisomerization of the stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer is
reversible and quantitative: at saturated state, the cis/trans ratios
are 88/12 and 15/85.

The ROESY spectrum of the mixture of the trans stilbene bis-
(â-CD) dimer (2 mM) and the guest dimer C3 (2 mM) showed
that the signals of adamantyl protons were correlating with the
signals of inner protons of theâ-CD (Figure 2). This result indicated
the formation of the inclusion complex between CD and adamantyl
moiety. The same measurements were carried out with the cis
stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer and concluded to a similar host-guest
inclusion behavior with C3 guest.

To get some insight on the structure of the host-guest complex,
we determined diffusion coefficients (D) by pulse field gradient
(PFG) NMR. Figure 3 shows theD of the trans and cis forms of
the host, alone and mixed with the guest.D of the mixture of C3
with trans isomer complex slightly decreased with an increased in

Figure 1. Structures of stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer and C3 guest dimer.

Figure 2. Partial 2D ROESY1H NMR spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of the
C3 guest and the trans (a) and cis (b)â-CD dimer in D2O at 2 mM at
30 °C.
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the concentration, and this value was comparable to that of the
host alone, indicative of the formation of 1:1 complexes or small
assemblies (hydrodynamic radius,Rh ) 1.51 nm at 6.0 mM).
However,D of the guest and cis host mixture was significantly
lower than that with the trans isomer at high concentration,
indicating a higherRh (2.39 nm at 6.0 mM)6 and that cis stilbene
bis(â-CD) dimer and C3 guest formed a supramolecular polymer.
In the 1H NMR spectra, broad proton signals also indicated the
formation of supramolecular structure. Remarkably, the upfield shift
of the C3 pyridinium protons when mixed with trans host pointed
out electron donor-acceptor type interactions and supported the
formation of a dimer-type structure. (see Supporting Information,
Figure S5)

Association constants between host and guest dimers are in
agreement with the PFG NMR measurements. Isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) experiments have been carried out in aqueous
solutions. With three monotopic model guest molecules,4b it was
shown that the trans and cis CD dimers have similar affinity for
these adamantyl derivatives. But concerning the ditopic C3 guest,
the association constants were (1.45( 0.2) × 106 M-1 and (4.18
( 0.3)× 105 M-1, respectively, for the trans and cis stilbene dimer
(see Supporting Information, Table S3). The higher constant for
the trans isomer (about three times higher) resulted from a
cooperative effect:7 the ditopic guest is complexed simultaneously
by both CD residues of the same host dimer, forming a 1:1 complex.
In the case of the cis isomer, a ditopic guest is complexed by two
cyclodextrins belonging to two dimers, and it forms a linear and
higher-order supramolecular entity with a lower association con-
stant.

To confirm the nanometer-sized molecular assembly, supramo-
lecular dimer or polymer, atomic force microscopy (AFM) mea-
surements were performed. When the sample was made from a
1:1 mixture of trans host and C3 guest, only small objects that were
approximately 30 nm in overall length could be detected. In contrast,
nanometer-sized supramolecular wires, that were about 350 nm in
overall length, were observed on mica substrate in the case of the
cis isomer (see Supporting Information, Figure S2). Therefore, the
AFM measurements also pointed out different supramolecular
structures for the trans and cis stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer mixed with
C3 guest. Consequently, the proposed conformation change of
cis stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer and C3 adamantyl dimer in aqueous
solutions stimulated by light was illustrated schematically in
Scheme 1.

In conclusion, we prepared a stilbene bis(â-CD) dimer and
controlled its trans-cis conformation by photoirradiation in aqueous
solutions. With a ditopic adamantyl guest molecule, in trans
conformation, it formed dimer or small supramolecular assemblies
(oligomers), whereas in cis conformation, supramolecular linear
polymers with high molecular weight were observed. The control
of the structure of the supramolecular polymers by an external
stimulus may open the way to various applications. Now we are
studying the properties of the supramolecular polymers and the
interaction of the stilbene CD dimer with different guests.
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Figure 3. Concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient values
(D) of free CD dimer guest (solid line) and 1-1 mixtures of guest C3 dimer
with host CD dimer (dash line) in D2O at 30°C by NMR. The cis and
trans isomers of the guest are respectively represented in blue and red lines.

Scheme 1
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